Abstract. The existing highlight detection and removal methods usually depend on color or some geometrical information. These methods cannot be used when highlight region degrades texture details of object surface. In this paper, we propose a novel, simple and effective method to solve this problem. In our method, we utilize dark channel to automatically detect highlight region. Then, based on polarization information of highlight region, specular refection component is removed. Our experimental results and comparison with other methods show that our method can effectively remove the highlight regions of the target image, and restore image texture details on the highlight regions under natural environment.
Introduction
Highlight region, generated by reflected light components in specular component, degrades texture details of object surface. The problem brings some difficulties to computer vision algorithms, such as segmentation, 3D reconstructions and object detection. To remove highlight, some approaches were proposed, and they usually includes two steps. The first step is to separate diffuse and specular components of surface reflection. The second one is to eliminate specular component and retain the diffuse component for an approximate specular-free image. According to the number of the images used for the removal of highlight regions, highlight removal methods can be roughly categorized into two categories: removal with single image and removal with multiple images.
For single image highlight removal, Tan and Ikeuchi [1] proposed an image decomposition method which is based on colors, particularly chromaticity, without explicit segmentation. Their approach achieves satisfactory results, however it fails in the presence of the colors which have the same hue component with different saturation one. In [2] , Shen et al. introduced that the specular fractions of image pixels can be computed by intensity ratio. Using pixel clustering and intensity ratio sorting, the specular component of each pixel can be determined and removed. In [3] , Kim et at al. demonstrated that for most natural images the dark channel can provide an approximate specular-free image. Then they utilize smooth prior on the specular reflection as well as the diffuse chromaticity in the dichromatic to refine the specular-free image. Yang et al. [4] [5] proposed an effective specular highlight removal method based on an observation that, in colour images, the maximum fraction of the diffuse colour component in diffuse local patches changes smoothly. Based on the observation, they developed a fast bilateral filtering approach to maximum chromaticity with neighboring pixels in real-time. The above mentioned methods [2] For multi-image highlight removal, Stao and Ikeuchi [6] use multiple captured images under different directions of one light sources to separate diffuse and specular components. In order to remove highlights, the methods in [7] [8] need repeated change of light source directions, and do not work well in real applications. In [9] , Umeyama et al. showed that specular component has a strong intensity and is polarized significantly compared to the diffuse component. They apply independent component analysis to some images obtained through a polarizer of different orientions, but it is difficult for them to manually choose the appropriate polarized orientions. Xu et al. [10] match two arbitrary images using SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features), and then minimize gray selection to eliminate the highlight and fuse relative regions. Because of image registration, their method is sensitive to illumination.
In this paper, we propose a novel highlight detection and removal method under natural sunlight conditions. First, a major highlight region of an image is automatically detected with dark channel prior. Then, based on information of the highlight region and our designed polarization control system, we obtain a precise polarizing angle to remove highlight. This paper has three mainly contributions: 1) Our method can automatically detecte the highlight; 2) Our method has no particular requirements for object and environment, and can effectively remove the highlight regions under the natural illumination.
Polarizer rotation control system
Currently, almost all the polarizers in cameras are manually controlled. It is disadvantageous for cameras to adapt to environment, and it also brings large error to highlight removal results. For solving this problem, we design and realize an accurate control system for polarizer's angle.
Automatic detection of highlight regions
Dark channel image. Dark channel prior depends on the observation that in most of the non-sky outdoor haze-free images patches, at least one color channel has very low intensity at some pixels [11] . Highlight regions of non-sky image in three channels all have high intensity. However, nonhighlight regions of non-sky image must have one color channel with low intensity. According to the principle, we detect highlight region with dark channel prior.
A dark channel image of I can be defined as follows: 
Where d m and s m are the diffuse and specular reflection coefficients respectively,  represent the chromaticities of the diffuse components.  is the illumination chromaticity. Here, we normalize the illumination [2] and assume that the illumination is white. Fig.1 shows the highlight detection result of Shen [2] and ours. From the results, we can find that the method by dark channel to detect highlight is feasible. [dark] Obtain major highlight region. In order to obtain a precise angle of polarizer for highlight removal, and improve algorithm's efficiency, we only focus on the detection of the major highlight region. First, the dark channel image is smoothed by the method in [12] to preserve major edge. The process is as follows:
Where dark I and S represent the in put image and the smoothed image.
denotes the gradient for each pixel p which is calculated as color difference between neighboring pixels along the x and y directions. Our gradient measure is expressed as   C S .  is a weight directly controlling the significance of   C S , which is in fact a smoothing parameter. Finally, the smoothed image S I is segmented by Edge Detection and Image Segmentation System (EDISON) [13] to obtain major highlight region. This system has some parameters, such as feature bandwidth, spatial bandwidth and the minimum region area. In our experiments, we set spatial bandwidth is 10 and the minimum region area contains 200 pixels.
Polarizer's angle for highlight removal [14]
Measurement for polarization parameters. Specular component has a strong intensity and is polarized significantly compared to the diffuse component. Based on this principle, we firstly remove specular component with Stocks parameters.
Stokes parameter is used to represent the states of polarized light, and it is usually described as:
Stokes parameter can be obtained by a linear relation:
Where out S , in S and M represent the output Stokes parameter, incident Stokes parameter and polarizing device, respectively. When any two of these three parameters are given, the unknown one can be obtained through (2) . We can obtain Stoke parameters of incident light. Fig.2 . Design of the polarimeter In real applications, since circularly polarized light rarely appears, we usually ignore 3 S . Supposing that CRL is set up in front of the camera, and the pixel value ( , , )
x y depends on the polarizer's rotation angle  [15, 16] , can be represented as:
Here, 0 S , 1 S and 2 S represent the first three Stokes parameters [17] 。 The precise rotation angle for highlight removal. Based on the selected major highlight regions and Stokes parameters, Eq. (5) can be used to obtain the precise rotation angle for highlight removal.
Finally, the precise angle  for highlight removal can be optimized to minimize   
Experiments and Discussion
In order to evaluate the performance of our approach, we took some pictures with Canon60D camera. Unlike the methods [4] , we need no particular requirement for the experimental objects, light sources, and types of images. All of our experimental pictures were automatically taken by our designed polarizer rotation control system under the natural illumination. In Fig.3 , from the results, we can find that the methods in [4] fail to tackle the highlight removal task. The highlight removal results except ours not only have biased color, but also degrade the details of the original image. Its reason is maybe that almost all other highlight removal approaches require some specific imaging conditions, such as light sources, and types of images.
